
 WARRANTY STATEMENT
Systems Awning Components for the Retractable Awnings-Model Meteor , Model
Lunar , Fossil-Window awnings , Nebula - Drop Arms Awnings are warranted against
manufacturing defects for a period of 3 YEARS from the Date of invoice / date
imprinted on the component to be repaired or replaced as best decided by the
Company . The decision of the Company whether the defect is covered under the
warranty or not would be final and binding .

This warranty is only for a Direct Customer of Systems India.

does not extend to any damage arising due to faulty assembly of the awning.
does not extend to any damage arising due to faulty assembly/ installation or the
awning at site.
does not extend to any damage caused due pooling of water over the fabric of the
awning .
does not extend to consequential damage or loss arising out of falling objects ,
accidents, fire , vandalism , hanging heavy objects and similar conditions.
is null and void if repairs and modifications are carried out without our approval in
writing.
does not cover normal wear and tear not routine maintenance and operations.
does not cover deterioration or rusting in MS & SS components due to atmospheric
conditions.
does not extend to damage during stormy weather conditions with wind velocities
exceeding 40 Km/hr or heavy snowing.
Is valid only if complete payment has been made and there are no dues .
Plastic parts & Any electric fittings are not covered under the warranty.
Any disputes arising shall be subject to the courts of Delhi only .

The above warranty is for the use of a Systems direct customer only which includes its
converters , buyers etc. and not any end customer or user of the awning who would
have bought an assembled product from an awning assembler locally.

Systems does not take any responsibility of the quality of workmanship or assembly or
the awning or its final appearance or the quality of the installation of the products at
the end users premises and the defects arising out of faulty assembly or faulty
installation of the awning .

The warranty liability of the Company is limited to repair / replacement of the faulty
part only free of cost . All other costs of removal from site , packing etc ,
transportation from site to New Delhi and return back to site and final replacement of
the part at site would be borne by the Converter / Buyer / dealer or any other form of
associate of the Company .


